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REMOTE 10 Java 8 Senior Software Engineer for crypBARCELONA (BARCELONA)Empresa:
Nom d'empresa no visibleDescripció: IT headhunting and Human Development start-up born in
Mexico that recruits top technology experts from all around the world for opportunities in Mexico
City, Madrid and Bogotá, and even to be working remotely from own paradise (internet is
required!) for awesome cryptocurrency and consultancy companies.Job Summary &
Responsibilities You will be working in a cryptocurrency start-up company.   You can be based
in Mexico City or work remotely from anywhere in the world.  Must:  -10 or more years of
experience developing in Java  -VERY HIGH fluent English skills for having complex oral
conversations  -Willingness to work in a Java 8 environoment with NO frameworks, in a highly
concurrent system (1.000 transactions per second), doing 50% of the time testing, integrating
exchange cryptocurrency platforms from many countries to the existing platform.  Requirements
The Senior Software Engineer will augment the existing engineering team in the ongoing
development of our core platform. The Senior Software Engineer will be a key member of our
team. Not only will he or she be responsible for contributing to the growth and further
development of our software platforms but additionally identify areas of potential improvement;
improvements that very well might have significant implications on the company's business
model, overall direction, and mission. Additionally, this role will have significant influence on the
growth of the engineering team, including hiring and firing. You will get to navigate the exciting
challenges faced by the most essential component of a fast-growing and innovative company. 
Activities Extensive experience and knowledge of Java 8 as well as leading skills. Ninety-nine
percent of our platform is written in Java 8, and so it's essential that you are good at Java 8 and
have an extensive knowledge of its standard library.  Concurrent proRelació laboral: LABORAL
INDEFINITNombre Hores: 0Salari mensual des de: 80000Salari mensual fins a:
10000006/06/2018
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